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Chapter 1

Why Read Books from Other Countries?

The legendary children’s book editor Margaret McElderry once tried to explain the appeal of reading a book from another country by citing her own childhood experiences: “Their very ‘awayness’—and the fact that children in those other countries were reading and enjoying them—made them seem extra special to me.”1 McElderry was very aware that her books were from another country because they came in a package mailed from Ireland by close family. There is a quality to books manufactured in other countries that differentiates them, even if the differences are subtle. Trim sizes may be slightly larger or smaller than the conventional ones in the United States due to the type of machinery used for printing and binding; the jacket may have wider flaps, the text paper may be thicker, the margins wider or narrower. These slight differences can create a feeling of unfamiliarity, perhaps that feeling of “awayness” that McElderry mentions. Stephen Roxburgh, an editor and champion of translated literature, likens this feeling to the exhilaration of being in a place for the first time and “seeing things, even familiar things, in a new light.”2

For a variety of reasons, few children today have that experience. The international books collected for this book first appeared in other countries but have been reprinted and bound according to American standards, so that they look and feel the same as books by American authors and illustrators. Readers—adult or child—are probably not concerned with where their books were first published. This was certainly the case for me and my favorite books from childhood, the Swedish series by Maj Lindman
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featuring triplet girls Flicka, Ricka, and Dicka, and its companion series featuring the boys Snipp, Snapp, and Snurr. I knew they were about Swedish children because it said so in the very first line, but I didn’t know Swedish children were reading them too. I’m not sure I could have loved them any more than I did, even if I had known that.

While the provenance of a book—where it originated—may be important to educators, librarians, and those who confer book prizes, it matters little to young readers. What they care about is the story, told through words and pictures. What children get from an international picture book that they don’t get from an American picture book is something that they can’t see and probably can’t articulate: a shift in perspective that can range from unnoticeable to stimulating to disorienting. Because the perspective of the writer is rooted in the cultural values and beliefs of his own society, it may not coincide with the American way of looking at the same subject.

Consider this example: Two books, one from Japan and one from the US, both narrated by young girls of about the same age, each declaring her accomplishments. In *My Friends* by the Japanese author-illustrator Taro Gomi (Chronicle, 1990), a small girl states how her friends have all been important to her learning. “I learned to study from my friends the teachers.” Compare this to the American book *I’m Gonna Like Me* by writer Jamie Lee Curtis (HarperCollins 2002), in which the main character also explains everything that she knows how to do but never acknowledges that she may have had help along the way. “I’m gonna like me when I’m called to stand. / I know all my letters like the back of my hand.” Curtis’s young protagonist exudes the self-reliance and individualism that Americans prize, while Gomi’s narrator displays the Japanese value of placing the interests of the group over those of the individual. In Japan, children are raised to be interdependent and blend into society; “the nail that sticks up gets pounded down” is a familiar Japanese proverb. This pairing illustrates a difference in cultural perspectives on a universal topic—steps in a child’s development—and demonstrates how the simplest children’s book also carries the values of a society and helps shape children’s attitudes and behaviors.

A more pronounced alternate perspective is found in Shaun Tan’s wordless book *The Arrival*, which deals with immigration. Through pictures, Tan represents what it might be like to come to a new country where you know no one and don’t understand the language. While “reading” this book, I found that the lack of words, or silence, replicated the uncertain, unpleasant feeling in my head when I’ve been traveling in countries and
had no one I could talk with. The artist represents what he encounters in a combination of realistic and fantastical forms, conveying how one might view objects never before seen. The result is confusing at times, pleasurable at others—just like the immigrant experience. Descended from an immigrant family, Tan is Australian, but he renders his book universal by using alien creatures as well as recognizable artifacts that could relate to multiple countries.

Some books that come to us from other countries are indistinguishable from our own books. They tell us nothing about how people act, think, or feel elsewhere in the world. Others have strongly depicted, realistic settings and characters that evoke a particular time and place. Still others introduce Americans to characters such as Astérix and Tintin, who have become beloved by generations of Europeans over the years and are Europe’s equivalent of Mickey Mouse. That all of Europe knows Mickey, but few Americans know Astérix and Tintin, speaks to the one-way street on which we export American culture.

A relatively small percentage of the picture books published in the US each year come from other countries. Of those that do, books from Great Britain and Australia predominate. Although these texts do not have to be translated, they are often Americanized, a process that can range from minor spelling changes (centre to center, for example) to more invasive changes, such as renaming characters or adding new text. For example, I Love Vacations by Anna Walker (Simon and Schuster, 2011) was originally published in Australia as I Love Holidays. In a Horn Book article some years ago the writer recounts a friend’s experience in which a British writer inscribed on the flyleaf of a US edition of her book, “This is NOT what I wrote!”

Picture books that require translation are frequently subject to editorial changes to bring them into line with American cultural expectations. The German writer and illustrator Birte Müller was dismayed when she saw a copy of Finn Cooks, the English-language edition of her picture book about a little boy who takes over the family cooking for a day. Predictably, his menu consists of candy and salty snacks that leave him with an upset stomach. In the original version, his mother holds him to the bargain and does not cook that day, giving him toast for dinner. The American editors imposed an overt message concerning healthful eating habits onto the text and also made sure that the mother, while technically sticking to the bargain, arranged for Finn to eat a more substantial dinner. Thus the book,
intended to be playful, turned into a lesson in nutrition and a prescription for model parenting, American-style.

The over-Americanization of picture book texts often erases all trace of a book’s foreign origins. Add to these books the many picture books that have only generic settings to begin with, and you can see why it is so difficult to find books that offer specific, detailed representations of life in other countries. To add insult to injury, books go out of print so quickly these days, sometimes within a year of publication. It takes time for a book to find its market, especially international books that fill an important niche but are not by recognizable names or attached to licensed characters. Finding these books becomes something akin to a scavenger hunt, one clue leading to the next until a book is ultimately discovered. So often by then, it cannot be ordered directly from the publisher but must be found in the used book market. Publishers who are committed to acquiring international books for publication in the US often feel they are fighting an uphill battle in a country that cares little about the rest of the world. Even idealistic editors must ultimately bow to the bottom line; if a book loses money, it closes the door for similar future projects.

Two areas that have seen growth in the past decade are the publication of wordless books (both American and international) and French translations. In a study of translated books in print in 1990, Maureen White found just thirteen books from France that she deemed successful translations, based on having received positive reviews (note that this figure includes both picture books and books for older children and young adults). Some what more than two decades later, that number has grown exponentially, thanks in part to the rising popularity of graphic novels, which are a long-time French specialty (known there as bandes dessinées). Several publishers have created new lines in which to publish French imports. Toon Books, an imprint of Candlewick, publishes translated books in graphic form for the easy-to-read set; Graphic Universe, an imprint of Lerner Publications, aims its translations at the middle-grade reader. Since their debut list in 2003, Enchanted Lion Books has also been responsible for the rise of translations from France. In fact, the list of French picture books published by Enchanted Lion in just a few years single-handedly surpasses the number of successful French translations Maureen White found in the entire Books in Print catalog in 1990.

The growth in the availability of French albums, as picture books are known in France, coincides with the recent proliferation of wordless
books. Japanese artist Mitsumasa Anno was a master at the wordless book. In some books, such as his “journey” series (e.g., Anno’s USA, Anno’s Britain, Anno’s Italy), the pictures contain several simultaneous narratives, while in others, they pose visual problems to be solved. Martin Handford’s Where’s Waldo? (Where’s Wally? in Britain) was another early precursor of the wordless book-as-game. Today’s wordless books fall into the same categories: visual narratives that tell a story, usually with multiple subtexts; and books that offer pages of similar items that young viewers must sort through to find one designated item. Books in the latter category hone a child’s concentration skills and ability to distinguish small differences. The uptick in the number of wordless books altogether may suggest a new emphasis on the importance of developing visual literacy or may simply reflect the growing place of visual communication in today’s society.

The rationale for introducing young children to international books has never been stronger. The readership for these books is growing up in a global society for which the old paradigm no longer suffices. It’s no longer feasible to expect the rest of the world to think like Americans, to conform to American expectations, to follow American rules of etiquette and behavior. Instead, twenty-first-century American citizens must get used to meeting the rest of the world halfway by being exposed to other cultures and developing a tolerance for multiple points of view. There is no better group to start with than the very young, and no better time to start than the present.
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